Retrospective statistical analysis of lyophilized protein formulations of progenipoietin using PLS: determination of the critical parameters for long-term storage stability.
Although certain criteria have become recognized as being essential for a stable lyophilized formulation, the relative importance of different stability criteria has not been demonstrated quantitatively. This study uses multivariate statistical methods to determine the relative importance of certain formulation variables that affect long-term storage stability of a therapeutic protein. Using the projection to latent structures (PLS) method, a retrospective analysis was conducted of 18 formulations of progenipoietin (ProGP), a potential protein therapeutic agent. The relative importance of composition, pH, maintenance of protein structure (as determined by infrared (IR) spectroscopy), and thermochemical properties of the glassy state (as measured by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)) were evaluated. Various stability endpoints were assessed and validated models constructed for each using the PLS method. Retention of parent protein and the appearance of degradation products could be adequately modeled using PLS. The models demonstrate the importance of retention of native structure in the solid state and controlling the pH. The relative importance of T(g) in affecting storage stability was low, as all of the samples had T(g) values above the highest storage temperature (40 degrees C). However, other indicators of molecular mobility in the solid state, such as change in DeltaC(p) upon annealing, appear to be important, even for storage below T(g). For the first time, the relative importance of certain properties in controlling long-term storage stability could be assessed quantitatively. In general, the most important parameters appear to be pH and retention of native structure in the solid state. However, for some stability endpoints, the composition (concentration of protein or various excipients), as well as some DSC parameters, were found to be significant in predicting long-term stability.